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and its related areas in allocentric spatial information processing 
(Maguire et al., 1996a; Abrahams et al., 1997; Takahashi et al., 1997). 
Consistent with these studies, positron emission tomography (PET) 
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have revealed 
blood flow increase in the HF and PH during various types of 
spatial tasks using a real or realistic virtual environment in normal 
humans (Aguirre et al., 1996; Ghaem et al., 1997; Maguire et al., 
1997; Mellet et al., 2000).
It has been reported that activity of HF neurons is affected 
by the contexts of the tasks (Nishijo et al., 1993; Skaggs and 
McNaughton, 1998; Matsumura et al., 1999; Wood et al., 2000). 
This suggests that the HF encodes different reference frames; 
this might constitute a neural basis of episodic memory (Nishijo 
et al., 1993; Redish and Touretzky, 1997; Samsonovich and 
McNaughton, 1997; Skaggs and McNaughton, 1998). To under-
stand the relationship between spatial selectivity and task-
dependency of HF neurons, we have investigated the neuronal 
activities in allocentric space in real and virtual translocation 
(VT), in which the monkey in a movable cab could freely move 
toward a destination by manipulating a joystick (Ono et al., 1993; 
Nishijo et al., 1997; Matsumura et al., 1999; Hori et al., 2003). The 
results indicated that activity of 40% of monkey HF neurons was 
IntroductIon
It has been suggested that food-storing birds use memory to retrieve 
stored food and have a larger hippocampal formation (HF; Clayton, 
1995). The HF is important for encoding the association of taste 
with context (Gallo, 2005; Ho et al., 2011). The HF also plays an 
important role in a place-reward association in monkeys (Hampton 
et al., 2004), and monkey HF neurons differentially responded in a 
place-reward association task (Rolls and Xiang, 2005). Consistently, 
the HF is involved in conditioned place preference in which ani-
mals learned to prefer a chamber where a conditioned stimulus 
was associated with sucrose solution (Ito et al., 2006, 2008). These 
results suggest that the HF is important in mapping the location 
of rewards, and in guiding animals to places previously associated 
with reward.
Hippocampal formation neurons are active when the ani-
mal occupies a specific location (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; 
McNaughton et al., 1983; Eichenbaum et al., 1987; Muller and 
Kubie, 1987). Unit-recording studies demonstrate that primate 
HF and parahippocampal gyrus (PH) neurons respond to spatial 
cues (O’Mara et al., 1994; Eifuku et al., 1995; Suzuki et al., 1997). 
Recent neuropsychological studies in humans have demonstrated a 
pivotal role of the medial temporal lobe including the HF and PH 
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location-selective, and that most neurons showed task-depend-
ent responses. This suggests that the HF is crucial in allocentric 
information processing, and that the HF may encode contexts of 
reference frames. Furthermore, the HF neurons display different 
spatial responses depending on motivational states (hunger or 
thirst) and reward (food or water; Kennedy and Shapiro, 2009), 
and on movement trajectories (Frank et al., 2000; Wood et al., 
2000; Dayawansa et al., 2006). These results suggest that the HF 
forms multiple representations of the outer world depending on 
these factors. Previous theoretical studies proposed that the HF 
represented the external world by a reference frame (Redish and 
Touretzky, 1997) or chart (Samsonovich and McNaughton, 1997) 
system in which different neural circuits with different assemblies 
of different HF neurons were created in different environments 
or behavioral contexts.
To investigate neuronal ensemble activity with functional con-
nectivity, cross-correlation (CCR) has been applied in studies of 
HF neurons using awake rats (Sakurai, 1996; Tabuchi et al., 2000; 
Hirase et al., 2001; Takahashi and Sakurai, 2009). Activity patterns 
of neuronal ensembles and degree of temporal correlation in CCRs 
were correlated to behavioral performance or behavioral states in 
the rodent striatum (Jog et al., 1999) and HF (Hirase et al., 2001). 
We hypothesized that the neuronal networks in the HF encode 
contexts of reference frames, by which appropriate behaviors in 
given situations might be chosen, i.e., different neural circuits in 
the HF might encode respective contexts. In the present study, to 
determine whether the functional neuronal connectivity among 
the HF neurons changes across different tasks, we reanalyzed the 
data set of the monkey HF neuronal activity during performance 
of the four different real and VT tasks (Matsumura et al., 1999) 
using a shift register difference CCR analysis.
MaterIals and Methods
anIMals and experIMental apparatus
Two adult monkeys (Macaca fuscata), weighing 4.2 and 5.6 kg, 
were used. The experimental protocol was described in detail in 
the previous paper (Matsumura et al., 1999). The monkeys were 
treated in strict compliance with the United States Public Health 
Service Policy on Human Care and Use of Laboratory Animals 
and the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use 
of Laboratory Animals, and the Guideline for the Care and Use of 
Laboratory Animals in our university (University of Toyama), and 
all efforts were made to minimize the number of animals used and 
their suffering.
The monkey was restrained painlessly in a stereotaxic apparatus 
by a surgically fixed head holder and sat in a 0.7 m × 0.8 m × 0.85 m 
high cab, which could freely move in a 2.5 m × 2.5 m experimental 
field located in a 5.0 m × 6.0 m room. The front wall of the cab 
was made of transparent Plexiglass and the rear wall consisted of 
a steel plate with two speakers. In the upper part of the front wall 
there was a color liquid crystal display (LCD) monitor (diagonal, 
26 cm) with a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels (LMD-1040XC, Sony), 
25 cm from the monkey, on which visual stimuli were displayed. 
The lower part of the front wall contained a joystick used to move 
the cab in the experimental field and/or a pointer (an yellow circle 
with a radius of 3 mm) on the LCD monitor. The cab and/or the 
pointer could be moved at a constant velocity (cab, 3 cm/s in the 
experimental field; pointer, 2.5 mm/s on the LCD monitor) in all 
four directions during the continuous manipulation of the joystick 
by the monkey.
The room, illuminated at 140 lux, contained several readily 
identified landmarks (sink, stereomicroscope, refrigerator, etc.; 
Figure 1Aa). The monkey sat in a chair within the cab and could 
see these visual landmarks in the experimental room, which were 
available to identify its position in the experimental field. The 
monkey performed four behavioral tasks under the guidance of 
visual stimuli on the LCD monitor and auditory stimuli from the 
two speakers. The tasks was to move the cab to one of four reward 
areas (target areas with a radius of 20 cm) in the experimental 
field [real translocation (RT) task], or to move the pointer to one 
of four reward areas (target circles with a radius of 16 mm) on 
the LCD monitor VT task by manipulating the joystick. The two-
dimensional space on the LCD monitor was proportional to the 
experimental field (1:12.61; Figure 1Ab).
BehavIoral paradIgMs
There were four kinds of behavioral tasks based on a combination 
of cab movements, indication of the pointer, and a target circle 
on the LCD monitor as described below. Time charts of the four 
behavioral tasks are shown in Figure 1B. More detailed methods 
were described previously (Matsumura et al., 1999).
real translocatIon task wIthout a poInter under contInuous 
presentatIon of a target cIrcle on the lcd MonItor (rt/tc 
task)
After the cab was placed at a starting point, the task was initiated 
by a 1-s presentation of a warning tone (1300 Hz), followed by 
presentation of a 20 cm × 20 cm blue square frame on the LCD 
monitor, which corresponded to the 2.5 m × 2.5 m experimental 
field (warning phase). In this task, the blue square frame worked as 
a kind of a map in the experimental field in a scale ratio of 1:12.61 
(Figure 1Ab). Then, a target circle (a red circle with a radius of 
1.6 cm) appeared at one of the four corners of the blue frame. 
Respective target areas in the experimental field (i.e., destination of 
the cab) corresponded to the four target circles on the LCD monitor. 
After 2 s presentation of the target circle (discrimination phase), 
the monkey manipulated the joystick to drive the cab toward the 
target area by recognizing its own location from the landmarks in 
the experimental field (manipulating/response phase). When the 
monkey arrived at the target area, a reward of approximately 6 ml 
of orange juice was given for 3 s (reward phase). After delivery of 
a juice reward, the warning tone was stopped and the blue square 
frame and target circle disappeared. If the monkey failed to drive 
the cab to the target area within 120 s, the trial was terminated and 
reward was withheld. At the end of each trial the cab was moved 
to the next starting point under a computer control. Time interval 
between trials was 30–60 s.
real translocatIon task wIth a poInter under contInuous 
presentatIon of a target cIrcle on the lcd MonItor (rt/p-tc 
task)
The task sequence and behavioral requirements were similar to 
those in the RT/TC task except that the pointer, indicating the loca-
tion of the cab, was shown on the LCD monitor. Here, the monkey 
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Figure 1 | experimental set up (A) and task paradigms (B). (A) Spatial 
arrangements of room cues and target areas for the real translocation (RT) task 
(a) and those of target circles on the LCD monitor for the RT and virtual 
translocation (VT) tasks (b). In the RT tasks (a), the monkey moved the cab to 
one of four reward areas in the four corners of the experimental field [target area 
(TA) 1, 2, 3, or 4] by manipulating the joystick. Area in a thick line square, 
2.5 m × 2.5 m experimental field; area in a dotted line square, range of 
movement of a center of the cab where the monkey sat in a chair. Refrig, 
refrigerator; Stereotaxic, stereotaxic apparatus; Oscillo, oscilloscope; Expri, 
experimenter; D.W., microcomputer for Datawave; Amp, main amplifier; Contr, 
task controller; PC-98, microcomputer for monitoring movements of the cab and 
joystick. In the VT tasks (b) the monkey moved a pointer on the LCD monitor to 
one of four reward areas in the four corners of the LCD monitor [target circle 
(TC) 1, 2, 3, or 4] by manipulating the joystick. Area in a dotted line square, range 
of movement of the pointer on the LCD monitor. (B) Time chart of the four 
behavioral tasks. Each square indicates the frame which appeared on the color 
liquid crystal display (LCD) monitor. All four tasks were consisted of four phases; 
(1) warning phase: the warning tone and the frame were presented for 1 s, (2) 
discrimination phase: a red target circle (radius, 15.9 mm) appeared on the LCD 
monitor for 2 s, (3) manipulating/response phase: a monkey manipulated a 
joystick to drive a cab or move a pointer on the LCD monitor, and (4) reward 
phase: approximate 6 ml of orange juice was delivered for 3 s. In the real 
translocation (RT) tasks, one of four target circles (TC), corresponding to one of 
four target areas in the experimental field, was presented on the LCD monitor. 
Then the monkey manipulated the joystick to drive the cab toward the indicated 
target area with (RT/P-TC task) or without (RT/TC task) guidance of a pointer (P), 
indicating location of the cab, on the monitor. In the virtual translocation (VT) 
tasks, the cab was located stationally throughout the trial. After one of the target 
circles was presented on the LCD monitor, the monkey manipulated the joystick 
to move a pointer toward the indicated location of the target circle without (VT/P 
task) or with (VT/P-TC task) presentation of the target circle during the 
manipulating/response phase.
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required the monkey to memorize location of the target area on 
the monitor, so that this task was employed to test two-dimensional 
spatial short-term memory. Since locations of both the target area 
and the monkey or pointer were indicated in the RT/P-TC and 
VT/P-TC tasks, the situations in these two tasks correspond to a 
visible platform condition in a water maze paradigm for rodents in 
which animals with HF lesions performed normally (Morris et al., 
1982). In spite of these differences among the four tasks, all these 
four tasks required to some extent spatial information processing.
traInIng and surgery
 The monkey was initially trained to learn the VT/P-TC task. 
However, the monkey was required to move the pointer on the 
LCD monitor in fixed directions (i.e., forward–backward, left-
ward–rightward, or diagonally) by manipulating a joystick that 
had physical limitations of movements. It took about 2–3 months 
for the monkey to learn moving the pointer freely in all directions 
using a joystick without physical limitations. When the monkey 
learned to perform the VT/P-TC task with a criterion of 95% cor-
rect responses, it was then trained on the VT/P task. The monkey 
required about 3 months of training to reach 95% performance in 
the VT/P task. In the next stage, the monkey was trained to learn 
the RT/P-TC task. It learned the task very easily. After learning these 
three tasks with 95% performance, the monkey was trained in the 
RT/TC task. It took about 5 months of training for it to reach 95% 
performance. In the final stage, the monkey was well trained and 
performed all tasks for 3 weeks. The monkey was trained for 3 h/
day and 5 day/week.
 After completion of this training period, a head-restraining 
device (a U-shaped aluminum plate) was attached to the skull under 
aseptic condition and sodium pentobarbital anesthesia (35 mg/kg, 
i.m.). The plate was anchored with dental acrylic to stainless steel 
bolts inserted in keyhole slots in the skull. During the surgery, heart 
and respiratory functions and rectal temperature were monitored 
on a polygraph system (Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan). The rec-
tal temperature was controlled at 37 ± 0.5°C by a blanket heater. 
Antibiotics were administrated topically and systemically for 1 week 
to protect against infection. Two weeks after surgery, the monkey 
was retrained. Performance criterion was again attained in about 
10 days. All experimental protocols were performed in accordance 
with the guidelines for care and use of laboratory animals approved 
by the University of Toyama and the National Institutes of Health’s 
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and approved 
by the Committee for Animal Experiments at the Toyama Medical 
and Pharmaceutical University (University of Toyama).
recordIng procedures and data acquIsItIon
After recovery from training and surgery, extracellular unit activi-
ties were recorded from the HF and PH using a tungsten elec-
trode while the head of the monkeys were painlessly fixed in the 
stereotaxic apparatus using the surgically implanted U-shaped 
aluminum plate (see Matsumura et al., 1999). A glass-insulated 
tungsten microelectrode (1–2 MΩ at 1000 Hz) was stereotaxi-
cally inserted vertically into the HF and PH stepwise by a pulse 
motor-driven manipulator (SM-21; Narishige, Tokyo, Japan). The 
diameter of the tungsten electrodes was less than 5 μm. The mean 
firing rates of the HF and PH putative pyramidal neurons (place 
could use the LCD monitor as a map of the experimental field on 
which location of the monkey was indicated by the pointer. This is 
a similar situation to that for a car navigator, in which location of 
a car is indicated in a map on a LCD display. The task phases were 
same as those of the RT/TC task.
vIrtual translocatIon task wIth a poInter (vt/p task)
The cab was stationary throughout the trial. A target circle was 
transiently presented on the LCD monitor only during the discrimi-
nation phase. Therefore, the monkey was required to memorize the 
location of the target circle during the discrimination phase, and to 
move the pointer to the location based on memory by manipulating 
the joystick. The task phases were same as those in the RT/TC task.
vIrtual translocatIon task wIth a poInter under contInuous 
presentatIon of a target cIrcle on the lcd MonItor (vt/p-tc 
task)
The task sequence and behavioral requirements were similar to 
those in the VT/P task except that a target circle was presented 
during the discrimination and manipulating/response phases. The 
task phases were same as those in the RT/TC task.
characterIstIcs of each task
These four tasks were so designed for behavioral requirement (i.e., 
joystick manipulation) and reward (juice) as to be similar across 
the tasks. However, different knowledge systems were assumed to 
be required to accomplish each task. It is noted that the pointer in 
the LCD monitor was not presented in the RT/TC task. In addition, 
the monkey always faced in the fixed direction, and consequently 
the same landmarks were seen in each trial. Therefore, the mon-
key had to judge its position based on the survey knowledge of 
the landmarks (Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth, 1982; Aguirre and 
D’Esposito, 1997) in the experimental room in the RT/TC task 
(i.e., relative spatial knowledge of place). Furthermore, the monkey 
was able to change its course flexibly during translocation when 
movement direction deviated from the destination (Matsumura 
et al., 1999). These support an idea that the monkey’s behavior was 
based on a cognitive map in the brain (locale system), in which the 
spatial relationships of various landmarks are represented, rather 
than taxon systems where a set of stimulus–response (e.g., single 
landmarks to actions or movements) associations are represented 
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). The situation in the RT/TC task cor-
responds to those in the previous human studies in which human 
subjects with temporal lobe lesions displayed deficits in topographi-
cal orientation such as way-finding from environmental video films 
(Maguire et al., 1996a), and in which cerebral blood flow in the HF 
of normal human subjects increased during learning of navigation 
routes from video films (Maguire et al., 1996b). In contrast, the 
monkey did not necessarily judge its position based on the cog-
nitive maps in the RT/P-TC task since its position was indicated 
by the pointer on the LCD monitor. It is noted that behavioral 
requirements in the RT/P-TC task were similar to those in the RT/
TC tasks except this point.
In the VT tasks cognitive spatial information processing (infor-
mation processing in the locale system) was not necessary since the 
pointer and/or a target circle were continuously presented on the 
monitor and the cab was located in a fixed place. The VT/P task 
Hori et al. Task-dependent synchrony in hippocampus
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area in the experimental field (2.0 m × 2.0 m) and that on the LCD 
monitor (15.9 cm × 15.9 cm) were divided into 64 pixels by an 8 × 8 
array. The mean firing rate for each pixel was calculated as the aver-
age spikes per s for all visits to that pixel during the manipulating/
response and reward phases. Then, a grand mean firing rate (M) 
was calculated by averaging the mean firing rate across all pixels. 
Neuronal activity in each pixel was expressed as a relative firing 
rate (R) in which the mean firing rate in each pixel was divided 
by the grand mean in each task, and shown in five steps (R ≥ 2M; 
2.0M > R ≥ 1.5M; 1.5M > R ≥ 1.0M; 1.0M > R ≥ 0.5M; R < 0.5M).
 To determine the boundary of the place field of the HF and PH 
neurons where the activity increased, we compared firing rate of 
each pixel with a mean firing rate over a given task (Matsumura 
et al., 1999). An increase in firing rates in each pixel was defined as 
that greater than 2.0 times the mean firing rate for a given neuron 
in each task. This criterion was similar to those in the previous 
studies (Muller et al., 1987; Kobayashi et al., 1997). Clusters of 
the pixels with firing rates exceeding both 1.5 and 2.0 times of 
the mean firing rate were identified. All pixels that did not satisfy 
this criterion were eliminated. Then, only place fields that had at 
least 1 pixel with a firing rate exceeding 2.0 times the mean and 1 
adjacent pixel with a firing rate exceeding 1.5 times the mean were 
identified. Finally, the place fields, within which all firing rates of the 
pixels were less than 2.0 spikes/s (Muller et al., 1987; Breese et al., 
1989), were excluded. The remained place fields could be expanded 
through any edge shared by 2 pixels meeting the criterion (greater 
cells) were less than 1 spikes/s (Matsumura et al., 1999), which 
are comparable to those in the monkey HF by Skaggs et al. (2007) 
using tetrodes. Outputs from the amplifier were digitized and sent 
to an IBM-compatible 486-based microcomputer. The software 
(Enhanced Discovery, DataWave Technologies) collected an epoch 
of the digitized analog signals for every event which exceeded a 
user-set threshold. The digital outputs of X and Y coordinates of 
the cab and/or pointer were simultaneously displayed on-line on 
another monitor (PC-9821, NEC). Each task consisted of 12 trials 
which contained 12 different combinations of starting points and 
target areas (4 starting points × 3 target areas). Eye movements were 
also monitored by an eye monitor system using an infrared charge-
coupled device (CCD) camera (EM100, Toyo Sangyo Co., Ltd.).
sIngle unIt IsolatIon
One to four single units were isolated by means of off-line cluster 
analysis from a single channel. Single unit isolation was performed 
manually using eight waveform parameters (positive, negative, and 
entire spike amplitudes, spike duration, amplitude windows imme-
diately prior to and after the initial negative-going peak, and time 
until maximum of positive and negative peaks) with the DataWave 
software. First, units were isolated using parameters of entire spike 
amplitude and spike duration. Then, clusters of the isolated units 
were further analyzed using other pairs of these eight parameters. 
Finally, superimposed waveforms of the isolated units were drawn 
to check invariability of the waveforms. Invariability of the wave-
forms was also checked during the recording sessions; data were 
discarded if they were not identical in early and late recording 
period. Superimposed waveforms were checked so that no overcut 
and overlap was performed for the single unit isolation. We further 
examined autocorrelograms (ACRs; bin, 1 ms; bin width, 50 ms) for 
neurons to verify that the refractory period was greater than 1–2 ms.
classIfIcatIon of Isolated unIts
There have been no reports indicating electrophysiological charac-
teristics of pyramidal neurons and interneurons in the HF of awake 
monkeys. Therefore, the isolated units were classified based on the 
rodent criteria: pyramidal neurons and interneurons were identi-
fied based on their firing rates and spike widths (Fox and Ranck, 
1981; Mizumori et al., 1990; Jung et al., 1994). The data matrix of 
the firing rates and spike widths was analyzed by the cluster analy-
sis (SPSS version 10.0.7J, SPSS Inc.,) utilizing Pearson’s product-
moment correlation coefficients and the average linkage method 
(Bieber and Smith, 1986; Nishijo and Norgren, 1990, 1991). The 
results indicated four clusters, and these four clusters were further 
grouped into two clusters, i.e., pyramidal neurons vs. interneurons 
based on neurophysiological characteristics (Csicsvari et al., 1998, 
1999; Wiebe and Stäubli, 2001; see Figure 2 in the results). The 
mean firing rate of each isolated single unit (spike) was computed 
from whole data across the four tasks (12 trials × 4 tasks). The dura-
tion of spikes were measured at 25% of maximum spike amplitude 
(Csicsvari et al., 1999).
fIrIng rate Maps and place fIelds
In order to visualize firing patterns with respect to location of the 
monkey in the experimental field or the pointer on the LCD moni-
tor, firing rate maps were created (Matsumura et al., 1999). Movable 
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Figure 2 | Classification of HF neurons on the basis of physiological 
parameters in extracellular neuronal recordings. A linear cut-off method in 
firing rate–spike width space (Wiebe and Stäubli, 2001) to classify of pyramidal 
neurons and interneurons. HF neurons were initially grouped into the four 
clusters (I–IV) according to the cluster analysis. These four clusters were 
further grouped into two clusters (pyramidal neurons and interneurons) by the 
linear cut-off method. The population of pyramidal neurons was statistically 
well separated in the two-dimensional space [F(2,417) = 357, P < 0.0001 by 
two-way ANOVA]. Note that the distribution pattern and characteristics of 
waveforms of the pyramidal neuron and interneurons are comparable to those 
in rats (Jung et al., 1994; Csicsvari et al., 1999; Wiebe and Stäubli, 2001).
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in rodents reported that typical interneurons had relatively narrow 
duration and high firing rates (>5 Hz) while pyramidal neurons had 
wide duration and low firing rates (<5 Hz; Csicsvari et al., 1998, 
1999; Wiebe and Stäubli, 2001). Based on these results, Clusters I 
and II, and Clusters III and IV were combined to form two new 
larger clusters (open squares vs. shaded diamonds). This distri-
bution pattern was well comparable to that in rodents (Csicsvari 
et al., 1998, 1999; Wiebe and Stäubli, 2001); Clusters I and II, and 
Clusters III and IV corresponded interneurons and pyramidal neu-
rons, respectively. Typical waveforms of pyramidal neurons and 
interneurons are shown in Figure 3, in which the two neuron pairs 
from A to F were recorded from the same electrodes.
characterIstIcs of hf neurons and types of neuron paIrs
 The 209 HF and PH neurons (pyramidal neurons, 183; interneu-
rons, 26) which had more than one isolated neuron partner recorded 
simultaneously were isolated. Of these 209 neurons, 163 neuron 
pairs were identified. The mean firing rate of the putative pyramidal 
neurons was 1.25 ± 1.18 spikes/s (mean ± SD; range: 0.01–5.20) 
and those of the putative interneurons was 12.39 ± 7.67 spikes/s 
(range: 5.45–31.09). The number of neuron pairs in each subregion 
of the HF and PH, classified by types of neuron pairs, is shown in 
Table 1. Of the 163 neuron pairs, 98 showed significant peaks in 
the CCR histograms. Thus, about two thirds of the neuron pairs 
had significant peaks in at least one CCR histogram of the four 
tasks. The most common type of the neuron pairs consisted of 
two pyramidal neurons (118 pairs), followed by pyramidal neu-
ron and interneuron (32 pairs). The least common type was that 
of two interneurons (13 pairs). These results were attributed to 
the fact that the number of pyramidal neurons was larger than 
that of interneurons (about 10% of pyramidal neurons) in the HF 
(Woodson et al., 1989; Aika et al., 1994).
task-dependent ccrs wIth or wIthout changes of the fIrIng 
rates
An example of a task-dependent CCG peak for a pair of CA1 
pyramidal neurons (529U1 and 529U2, these waveforms are shown 
in Figures 3Aa,b, respectively) is shown in Figure 4A. This pair 
showed significantly higher CCG peak only in the VT/P-TC task, 
indicating that the functional connectivity between these two neu-
rons strengthened when spatial information on the LCD monitor 
was required. The CCR histogram with 1 ms bin width (inset in 
Figure 4Ad) indicated that the highest peak shifted 3 ms from time 
zero. It should be noted that this positive peak was independent of 
the average firing rates during the overall recording session in each 
task since spike counts in each bin of the CCR histograms were 
normalized by dividing by the sum of the both reference and target 
cell discharges. ACRs of these neurons showed sharp peaks in 529U1 
(Figure 4B) and broad peaks in 529U2 (Figure 4C). These ACRs 
indicate that 529U1 discharged sporadically in a bursting manner, 
and 529U2 discharged relatively tonically. This bursting pattern 
of the both neurons became more evident in the VT/P-TC task 
(Figures 4Bd,Cd), in which significant CCR was observed. Weak 
10–14 Hz oscillatory activity was also observed in neuron 529U1.
Figure 5A shows another example of a task-dependent CCG 
peak, independent of the average firing rate, for a pair of CA1 
pyramidal neurons (728U1 and 728U2, these waveforms are 
than 1.5 times the grand mean). If one or more neighboring pixels 
satisfied the criterion, the field was expanded to include the pixel(s). 
Each added pixel was then tested for the presence of a neighboring 
pixel that met the criterion. When no neighboring pixel satisfied 
the criterion, the limit of the field was identified. Boundaries of 
a place field were established by constructing a rectangle that had 
one diagonal connecting the minimum X and Y coordinates with 
the maximum X and Y coordinates.
ccr and acr analysIs
Shift register difference CCRs with a 5 ms bin width and a ±300 ms 
binning range were employed over 12 trials in each task. Each obser-
vation time comprised about 150 s period including a trial and an 
inter-trial interval. To make a shift register difference CCR, a raw CCR 
was first calculated by counting the discharge numbers of target cells 
at every discharge of reference cells in each 5 ms bin over ±300 ms. 
Second, a shift register CCR was computed between discharges of 
a reference cell synchronized with an event trigger (start trigger of 
each trial) and discharges of a target cell synchronized with a sub-
sequent event trigger. Then, the latter CCR was subtracted from the 
former CCR, which could result in negative peaks. This shift regis-
ter difference CCR can prevent detection of pseudo positive peaks 
when two cells have a same stimulus dependence and behavioral 
correlate (Aertsen et al., 1989; Munk et al., 1995; Nowak et al., 1995). 
Finally, spike counts in each bin of the CCR histograms were normal-
ized by division of a sum of the reference and target cell discharges 
according to the method by Hirase et al. (2001). The criterion for 
statistical significance was considered to be P < 0.001 of confidence 
limits according to the methods by Perkel et al. (1967) and Gochin 
et al. (1989). Confidence limits are based on the assumption that, 
for independently firing spike trains, counts in every bins of cross-
correlogram (CCG) are modeled as a Poisson process (Perkel et al., 
1967; Gochin et al., 1989). DataWave system proprietary programs 
were used for CCR analyses.
Additional CCR analyses were further performed with a 1 ms 
bin width and a ±30 ms binning range when the time difference 
of significant highest peaks were close to 0 ms, to analyze a precise 
distribution of the highest peaks (see examples in Figures 4Ad and 
5Ab). Data of time differences from −1 to +1 ms was discarded due 
to the limit of temporal precision from a single electrode.
Task-dependency of CCRs is defined as such when shift register 
difference CCRs showed significance in at least one but not all four 
tasks. We also defined that neuronal pairs are without peak shift, when 
their CCG peaks were centered at 0 ms (CCG peaks were generally 
symmetrical). In some neuron pairs with symmetrical CCG peaks 
centered at about time zero, their peak points could not be discerned 
precisely because of broad peaks. They were included in a group with-
out a peak shift. Also, discharge patterns of each of neuron pairs were 
analyzed with ACRs. Spike counts in each bin of the ACR histograms 
were normalized by division of a sum of the discharges of the neuron.
results
IdentIfIcatIon of pyraMIdal neurons and Interneurons By 
extracellular recordIngs
 Distributions of the monkey HF neurons in firing rate–spike width 
space are shown in Figure 2. The cluster analysis indicated four 
clusters of the HF neurons (Clusters I–IV). The previous results 
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task-Independent ccrs
Figure 6A shows a typical example of positive peaks in CCR his-
tograms (±300 ms binning range, 5 ms bin width), between a 
pair of CA1 pyramidal neurons (810aU3 and 810aU4), which 
occurred non-differentially in the four tasks. Significant posi-
tive peaks, which centered at about time zero with symmetrically 
broad bases between about ±200 ms, were observed in all four 
CCR histograms. These data indicated that the two neurons dis-
charged mostly at same time, and synchrony of the two neurons 
was task-independent. This CCR pattern was frequently observed 
in the combinations of pyramidal vs. pyramidal neurons and of 
pyramidal neuron vs. interneuron. Their peaks occurred at about 
time zero (no clear peak shift) in half of the pairs of pyramidal neu-
ron vs. interneuron, while most pairs of pyramidal vs. pyramidal 
neurons displayed a peak shift. ACRs (±300 ms binning range and 
5 ms bin width) of these neurons are shown in Figure 6B. Both 
neurons 810aU3 (Figure 6Ba) and 810aU4 (Figure 6Bb) showed 
a bell-shaped ACR. This suggests that these neurons discharged 
in a similar bursting rhythm.
shown in Figures 3Ba,b, respectively). This pair showed a sig-
nificant CCG peak only in the RT/P-TC task. This suggests that the 
functional connectivity strengthened when both real and virtual 
information was required. Similarly, this pair had a peak shift in 
4 ms (inset in Figure 5Ab). ACRs of these neurons (Figures 5B,C) 
showed generally similar patterns to those of the neuron pair 
in Figure 4. Although 728U1 discharged in a similar bursting 
manner across the tasks, bursting pattern of 728U2 became more 
evident in the RT/P-TC task (Figure 5Cb) in which significant 
CCR was observed.
Thus, the neuron pairs with task-dependent CCG peaks had 
some common characteristics. First, most pairs were comprised 
of pyramidal vs. pyramidal neurons. Especially, when the signifi-
cant CCG peaks were observed only in one task, all the pairs were 
pyramidal vs. pyramidal neurons. Second, almost all CCG peaks 
were positive. Especially, all pairs had positive peaks when the sig-
nificant CCR was selective only to one task. Third, CCG peaks of 
most pairs shifted with time differences less than 50 ms (see also 
Figure 13).
C   a
A   a B   a
F   a
D   a
E   a
Figure 3 | Typical waveforms of putative pyramidal neurons (Aa, Ab, Ba, 
Bb, Ca, Cb, Da, ea, Fa, Fb) and an interneuron (Db, eb) isolated by off-line 
cluster analysis. The two units in a same uppercase letters were 
simultaneously recorded from a same electrode. The ACR and CCR of these 
neurons were shown in Figures 4–10. The unit pairs of (A) (Figure 4) and (B) 
(Figure 5) show task-dependent CCRs, whereas the unit pairs of (C) (Figure 6), 
(D) (Figure 7), and (e) (Figure 8) show task-independent CCRs. The unit pair (F) 
(Figure 10) shows task-dependent CCG peak with trigger-like activity.
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Figure 4 | An example of a neuron pair displaying a task-dependent peak 
in the CCgs. (A) Difference CCGs for a pair of CA1 pyramidal neurons (529U1, 
reference cell; 529U2, target cell) in the four tasks (a–d). Note a significant peak 
in the VT/TC-P task. (d). Inset in (d), CCR histogram with 1 ms bin width. Total 
spikes analyzed in each CCG in each task for neurons 529U1 and 529U2 were 
382 and 1419 spikes in the RT/TC, 203 and 606 spikes in the RT/P-TC, 333 and 
745 spikes in the VT/P, and 282 and 609 spikes in the VT/P-TC tasks, respectively. 
Hatched bins indicate those exceeding 99.9% of confidence limits. Ordinate, 
spike counts of the referenced cell (spike counts in each bin of the CCR 
histograms were divided by both sums of the reference and target cell 
discharges). Abscissa; time difference from each spike of the reference cell to 
that of the target cell. (B,C) ACRs of the same neurons in (A) [(B) 529U1; (C) 
529U2]. Note a sharp peak in 529U1, and a broad peak in 529U2. It is noted that 
529U1 and 529U2 were not complex spike cells. Ave. FR, average frequency of 
a neuron across the four tasks. Ordinate, spike counts of the cell. Abscissa; time 
difference from each reference spike to each spike of the cell.
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metrically broad bases ranging from −35 to +35 ms latency, were 
observed in all CCR histograms in the four tasks (Figure 7A). These 
results indicate that the synchrony of these neurons is task-inde-
pendent. Patterns of ACRs in these neurons (505U1 and 505U2) 
A typical example of task-independent negative CCG peaks 
between a pair of CA1 pyramidal neuron (505U1: reference neu-
ron) and interneuron (505U2: target neuron) is shown in Figure 7. 
Significant negative peaks centered at about time zero, with sym-
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Figure 5 | An example of a neuron pair displaying a task-dependent peak 
in the CCgs. (A) Difference CCGs for a pair of CA1 pyramidal neurons (728U1, 
reference cell; 728U2, target cell) in the four tasks (a–d). Note a significant peak 
in the RT/P-TC task (b). Inset in (b), CCR histogram with 1 ms bin width. Total 
spikes analyzed in each CCG in each task for neurons 728U1 and 728U2 were 
264 and 2006 spikes in the RT/TC, 340 and 3034 spikes in the RT/P-TC, 91 and 
1966 spikes in the VT/P, and 163 and 1946 spikes in the VT/P-TC tasks, 
respectively. (B,C) ACRs of the same neurons in (A) [(B) 728U1; (C) 728U2]. 
Note a sharp peak in 728U1, and a broad peak in 728U2. It is noted that 728U1 
and 728U2 were not complex spike cells. Other descriptions as for Figure 4.
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neurons (501U1 and 501U2) were similar (Figure 8B); inhibition 
around their discharges (i.e., time zero in the ACR histograms) 
lasted for a relatively short duration (about ±20 ms). Eleven of 14 
pairs with the center-negative and surround-positive CCG peaks, 
which were comprised of all three types of neuron pairs, showed 
task-independent correlations, and 13 of these 14 pairs had no peak 
shift in the CCR histograms.
three hz oscIllatIon In ccgs
A few oscillatory activities were observed in the CCR histograms 
(3/98 pairs). An example of an oscillatory CCG peak between a pair 
of CA1 pyramidal neurons (811U1 and 811U2) in RT/TC task is 
were similar; inhibition around their discharges with long duration 
(about ±50 ms; Figure 7B). Four of five pairs with the negative 
CCG peaks, which were observed in all three types of neuron pairs, 
displayed task-independent correlation without a peak shift.
Figure 8A shows a typical example of task-independent center-
negative and surround-positive CCG peaks between a pair of CA1 
pyramidal neuron (501U1, reference cell) and interneuron (501U2, 
target cell). Both center-negative and surround-positive peaks were 
symmetrical at time zero and task-independent. The significant 
negative peaks were narrower than those in the pair of Figure 7A 
(about ±10 ms), and the significant positive peaks had broad bases 
ranging from −250 to +250 ms. The patterns of ACRs of these 
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Figure 6 | An example of a neuron pair displaying task-independent 
positive peaks in the cross-correlograms (CCgs). (A) Difference CCGs 
(±300 ms binning range, 5 ms bin width) for a pair of CA1 pyramidal neurons 
(810aU3, reference cell; 810aU4, target cell). Note that symmetrical positive 
CCG peaks were observed in all four tasks (a–d). Total spikes analyzed in each 
CCG in each task for neurons 810U3 and 810U4 were 2888 and 5584 spikes 
in the RT/TC, 2520 and 5002 spikes in the RT/P-TC, 2672 and 5190 spikes  
in the VT/P, and 2048 and 4552 spikes in the VT/P-TC tasks, respectively.  
(B) Autocorrelograms (ACRs; ±300 ms binning range, 5 ms bin width) of  
the same neurons in (A) [(a) 810aU3; (b) 810aU4]. Both neurons showed  
a similar discharge pattern in the ACRs. Other descriptions as for  
Figure 4.
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Figure 3F). Significant positive CCG peaks between the CA1 
pyramidal neurons occurred 5 ms after time zero and lasted for 
more than 300 ms. It is noted that the positive CCG peak was 
task-selective and dependent on the average firing rate of both 
neurons 503U1 and 503U3 (data not shown). ACRs of neurons 
503U1 (Figure 10Ba) and 503U3 (Figure 10Bb) showed bell-
shaped peaks, but the peak was steeper in 503U1 neuron. All of 
these three pairs showed same characteristics, i.e., combination 
of pyramidal vs. pyramidal neurons, the firing rate-dependent 
task-selectivity, and peak shift.
relatIonshIp Between ccg peaks and spatIal correlates
To analyze the relationships between the CCG peaks and spa-
tial correlates of the HF neurons, firing rate maps (Matsumura 
et al., 1999) were created. Figure 11 illustrates the firing rate 
maps of a pair of 529U1 and 529U2 neurons, which showed 
shown in Figure 9A. It is noted that this pair displayed the positive 
CCG peak with a peak shift and this CCG peak was task-dependent. 
This task-selectivity was dependent on the firing rates of both neu-
rons 811U1 and 811U2 (data not shown). ACR analysis indicated 
clear 3 Hz oscillation in 811U1 (Figure 9Ba), but not in 811U2 
(Figure 9Bb). Thus, the oscillation observed in the CCR histogram 
of this pair was attributed to oscillatory activity of the neuron 811U1. 
All three pairs with the oscillatory CCG peaks displayed 3 Hz oscil-
lation, and were comprised of pyramidal neuron vs. pyramidal neu-
rons. Two of these three pairs had task-independent CCG peaks and 
the remaining one had the task-dependent CCG peak.
trIgger-lIke neuronal dIscharges wIth task-dependency
Three neuron pairs displayed interesting CCR histograms, in 
which one neuronal discharge (503U1) preceded activity of 
another neuron (503U3; Figure 10A, waveforms are shown in 
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Figure 7 | An example of a neuron pair displaying task-independent 
negative peaks in the CCgs. (A) Difference CCGs for a pair of CA1 pyramidal 
neurons (505U1, reference cell; 505U2, target cell) in the four tasks (waveforms 
are shown in Figures 3Da,b). Note that broad symmetrical negative peaks were 
observed in the four tasks (a–d). Total spikes analyzed in each CCG in each task 
for neurons 505U1 and 505U2 were 2873 and 13900 spikes in the RT/TC,  
1204 and 10187 spikes in the RT/P-TC, 1524 and 14661 spikes in the VT/P, and 
1145 and 8365 spikes in the VT/P-TC tasks, respectively. (B) ACRs of the  
same neurons in (A) [(a) 505U1; (b) 505U2]. Other descriptions as for  
Figure 4.
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populatIon analysIs of task-dependent cross-correlatIon
Numbers of the neuron pairs with task-dependent (44 pairs) and 
independent CCRs (54 pairs) in each task were shown in Figure 12A. 
There was no significant difference in ratio of task-dependent and 
independent CCRs among four tasks (χ2-test, P > 0.05). This indi-
cates that there is no apparent difference of the number of neuronal 
populations relating task-dependency among the tasks. Next, to 
test strength of coactivation of the task-dependent neuronal popu-
lations, mean normalized counts between –50 and +50 ms were 
compared between task-dependent significant and non-significant 
CCRs by two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; task × CCR signifi-
cance; Figure 12B). The results indicated that there was a significant 
main effect of CCR significance [F(1, 154) = 31.584, P < 0.0001], 
task-dependent CCRs in the VT/P-TC task (Figure 4). Neuron 
529U1 displayed a place field only in the VT/P-TC task while 
neuron 529U2 displayed place fields in the RT/TC, RT/P-TC, 
and VT/P-TC tasks. It is noted that activity of the both neurons 
increased when the monkey visited around the center of the 
experimental field in the VT/P-TC task, so the place fields of 
these neurons overlapped only in the VT/P-TC task. When data 
sample was confined to place-differential neurons with the place 
fields, most neuron pairs with significant CCRs displayed overlap 
of the place fields in those tasks in which significant CCRs were 
observed; 66.7% (20/30) of the neuron pairs with task-dependent 
CCRs, and 73.2% (30/41) with task-independent CCRs displayed 
overlap of the place fields.
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Figure 8 | An example of a neuron pair displaying task-independent 
center-negative and surround-positive peaks in the CCgs. (A) Difference 
CCGs for a pair of CA1 pyramidal neuron (501U1, reference cell) vs. interneuron 
(501U2, target cell) in the four tasks (a–d). Total spikes analyzed in each CCR in 
each task for neurons 501U1 and 501U2 were 1714 and 6623 spikes in the RT/
TC, 3763 and 5698 spikes in the RT/P-TC, 3027 and 6273 spikes in the VT/P, and 
1062 and 2659 spikes in the VT/P-TC tasks, respectively. (B) ACRs of the same 
neurons in (A) [(a) 501U1; (b) 501U2). Other descriptions as for Figure 4.
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Figure 9 | An example of a neuron pair displaying a task-dependent  
peak with theta oscillation in the CCgs. (A) Difference CCGs for a pair of  
CA1 pyramidal neurons (811U1, reference cell; 811U2, target cell) displaying an 
oscillatory CCG peak in the RT/TC task. Total spikes analyzed in each CCG  
in each task for neurons 811U1 and 811U2 were 804 and 5131 spikes in the  
RT/TC, 27 and 1440 spikes in the RT/P-TC, 14 and 231 spikes in the VT/P,  
and 14 and 374 spikes in the VT/P-TC tasks, respectively. (B) ACRs of the  
same neurons in (A) [(a) 811U1; (b) 811U2) indicating 3 Hz oscillation  
in 811U1 (a), but not in 811U2 (b). Other descriptions as for  
Figure 4.
while there was no interaction between task and CCR significance 
[F(3, 154) = 0.746, P > 0.05]. This indicates that specific popula-
tions of neuron pairs contribute to generation of task-dependent 
CCG peaks.
relatIonshIps aMong task-dependency, peak latency, and 
peak polarIty
Figure 13 summarizes the number of neuron pairs whose CCG 
peaks occurred at time difference. All peaks occurred within 50 ms 
time difference between discharges of neuron pairs, and they were 
observed most frequently at 0 (i.e., no peak shift) and within 10 ms 
latency.
Numbers of significant CCRs in each type of neuron pair 
are shown in terms of peak shift and peak polarity (left col-
umns) in Figure 14A. There were some significant relationships 
among these parameters (Fisher’s exact probability test, P < 0.05 
in all); (1) ratio of overall positive CCG peaks (79/163) was larger 
than those of negative peaks (5/163) and center-negative and 
 surround-positive peaks (14/163), (2) ratio of positive CCG peak 
was larger in pyramidal vs. pyramidal neuron pairs (67/163) 
than those in pyramidal neuron vs. interneuron (11/163) and 
interneuron vs. interneuron pairs (1/163), (3) ratio of CCG peaks 
with peak shift (69/163) was larger than that of CCG peak with-
out peak shift (29/163), (4) ratios of positive CCG peaks with 
peak shift were much larger in pyramidal neuron vs. pyramidal 
neuron pairs (57/163) than pyramidal neuron vs. interneuron 
(8/163), and none in interneuron vs. interneuron (0/163) pairs. 
These results indicate that pyramidal vs. pyramidal neuron pairs 
with positive CCG peaks and peak shift predominate in the mon-
key HF and PH.
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Figure 10 | An example of a neuron pair displaying a task-dependent  
peak with trigger-like activity in the CCgs. (A) Difference CCGs for a pair  
of CA1 pyramidal neurons (503U1, reference cell; 503U3, target cell) in the  
RT/TC task. Note that one neuronal discharges (503U1) precede activity of  
the other neuron (503U3). Total spikes analyzed in each CCG in each task for 
neurons 503U1 and 503U3 were 393 and 1837 spikes in the RT/TC, 33  
and 819 spikes in the RT/P-TC, 26 and 383 spikes in the VT/P, and 78 and 
1145 spikes in the VT/P-TC tasks, respectively. (B) ACRs of the same  
neurons in (A) [(a) 503U1; (b) 503U3]. Other descriptions as for  
Figure 4.
In contrast, ratio of negative CCG peaks (negative peaks and 
center-negative plus surround-positive peaks) were more common 
in the neuron pairs without peak shift (15/163) than those with peak 
shift (4/163; Fisher’s exact probability test, P < 0.05; Figure 14A).
Task-dependency of significant CCG peaks in each type of neu-
ron pairs with and without peak shift is summarized in Figure 14B. 
There were some significant relationships among these parameters 
(Fisher’s exact probability test, P < 0.05); (1) the task-dependent 
CCG peaks were found only in pyramidal vs. pyramidal neurons 
(38/163) and pyramidal neuron vs. interneuron neuron (6/163) 
pairs, but none in interneuron vs. interneuron pairs (0/163), (2) 
ratios of task-dependent CCG peaks were more prominent in 
the neuron pairs with peak shift (35/163) than the neuron pairs 
without peak shift (8/163); (3) in pairs without peak shift, task-
independent CCG peaks (21/163) were more common than that of 
task-dependent CCG peaks (8/163), (4) task-dependent CCG peaks 
were more common in pyramidal vs. pyramidal neuron pairs with 
peak shift (30/163) than pyramidal neuron vs. interneuron (5/163) 
and interneuron vs. interneuron (0/163) pairs with peak shift, (5) 
there were no significant differences in ratios of neuron pairs with 
peak shift between pyramidal vs. pyramidal neuron pairs with task-
dependent (30/163) and task-independent (31/163), (6) there were 
no significant differences in ratios of task-independent CCG peaks 
between neuron pairs without (21/163) and with (34/163) peak 
shift. These data indicate that pyramidal vs. pyramidal neuron 
pairs with positive CCG peaks and peak shift contribute to both 
task-dependent and independent information processing, and that 
neuron pairs both with and without peak shift contribute to task-
independent information processing.
Overall, these results suggest some important characteristics 
of functional connectivity in the HF that pyramidal neuron 
vs. pyramidal neuron pairs with positive peak and peak shift 
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Figure 11 | Firing rate maps of a pair of neurons 529u1 and 529u2 which 
displayed a task-dependent CCr in the VT/P-TC task shown in Figure 4. 
Place fields are surrounded by thick lines. Within the place fields, pixels with 
the firing rates greater than 2.0 spikes/s are indicated by filled squares. Note 
that place fields of the both neurons overlapped in the VT/P-TC task. 
Calibration is shown in right; a mean firing rate for each pixel was expressed 
as a relative firing rate (R) in which the mean firing rate in each pixel was 
divided by the grand mean firing rate (M) in each task, and shown in five steps 
(R ≥ 2M; 2.0M > R ≥ 1.5M; 1.5M > R ≥ 1.0M; 1.0M > R ≥ 0.5M; R < 0.5M). 
Three values in the calibration indicate those of 2M, M, and 0, respectively. 
Regions not visited by the monkey during the session(s) are shown by blank 
pixels.
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Figure 12 | Characteristics of the neuron pairs with the task-dependent 
CCg peaks. (A) Frequency histogram of task-dependent and task-
independent significant CCG peaks in each task. By definition, the same 
numbers of task-independent significant CCRs were found in all tasks. (B) 
Comparison of mean normalized counts between –50 and +50 ms in the 
CCRs between task-dependent significant and non-significant CCG peaks. 
Numbers of the neuron pairs are indicated in each column.
 contribute to task-dependent information processing. However, 
no consistent patterns were observed in task-independent CCG 
peaks that both pyramidal neuron vs. pyramidal neuron and 
interneuron vs. interneuron pairs contribute to task-independent 
information processing, and that both neuron pairs with and 
without peak shift contribute to task-independent information 
processing.
regIonal dIfferences aMong suBregIons In the hf and ph
Numbers of the significant and non-significant CCRs based on 
neuron pair types in each subregion of the HF and PH are shown 
in Table 1. Characteristics of the neuron pairs with significant CCRs 
in each subregion of the HF and PH regarding task-selectivity, peak 
shift, and peak polarity are shown in Table 2. Although most neuron 
pairs were recorded from the CA1 subregion and dentate gyrus, 
the trends of CCR characteristics in each subregion were similar 
to those noted in the above section; (1) pyramidal vs. pyramidal 
neuron pairs predominated in the all subregions, (2) neuron pairs 
with peak shift predominated in the all subregions, and (3) neuron 
pairs with positive peak polarity predominated in the all subregions.
dIscussIon
general characterIstIcs
In the present study, multiple single units were recorded from a 
same single electrode. Relatively high incidence of significant CCRs 
in the present study might be attributed to recording of neigh-
boring neurons, consistent with previous studies (Sakurai, 1996; 
Takahashi and Sakurai, 2009). Strength of correlation in CCRs 
depended on the distance between two neurons in the auditory 
Hori et al. Task-dependent synchrony in hippocampus
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Figure 13 | Frequency histogram of the time differences of the CCg 
peaks in terms of the types of the neuron pairs. P vs. P, pyramidal neuron 
vs. pyramidal neuron; P vs. I, pyramidal neuron vs. interneuron; I vs. I, 
interneuron vs. interneuron.
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Figure 14 | Polarity (A) and task-dependency (B) of the CCg peaks 
without or with a peak shift in terms of the types of the neuron pairs. To 
facilitate comparison of the data between (A) (peak polarity) and (B) 
(task-dependency), corresponding task-dependency is shown in the right 
column of each type of neuron pair in (A). Note that most pairs with a peak 
shift had positive peaks. Positive, positive peaks; Negative, negative peaks; 
Negative/Positive, center-negative and surround-positive peaks. PP, pyramidal 
neuron vs. pyramidal neuron; PI, pyramidal neuron vs. interneuron; II, 
interneuron vs. interneuron. Task-independent significant, task-independent 
significant CCG peaks; task-dependent significant, task-dependent significant 
CCG peaks.
cortex (Maldonado and Gerstein, 1996). The neighboring neurons 
in the auditory cortex had better synchronization (Eggermont and 
Smith, 1996).
Most neuron pairs with a peak shift displayed long discharge 
time differences (14 ms on average). This suggests that direct (i.e., 
monosynaptic) interaction was not obvious between nearby neu-
rons. These results are consistent with the previous study in which 
there was no evidence indicating direct connection between CA1 
pyramidal neurons nearby in the intracellular recordings in vitro 
(Nakajima et al., 1991).
task-dependent synchronous actIvIty
The four tasks used in the present study had different characteris-
tics. In the RT/TC task, the pointer in the monitor was not presented 
and the monkeys always faced in a fixed direction. This indicated 
that the monkey could recognize same landmarks in each trial, and 
suggests that a cognitive map, in which spatial relationships of the 
landmarks are represented, is required for the performance of RT/
TC task. In the RT/P-TC task, however, they did not necessarily 
judge their position based on any cognitive map since the posi-
tion was indicated by the pointer on the monitor. The VT (VT/P 
and VT/P-TC) tasks required the monkey to move a pointer to a 
target area on the monitor, and required no cognitive map system.
The task-dependent neural correlates in the HF were reported 
previously (Matsumura et al., 1999). In the present study, the syn-
chronous activity in the HF and PH was also altered in a task-
dependent manner with or without dependence on the firing rate. 
This task-dependent synchronous activity was most frequently 
found in the neuron pairs of pyramidal vs. pyramidal neurons, 
while the synchrony between interneurons was always task-inde-
pendent. Furthermore, these neuron pairs with task-dependent 
CCGs displayed peak shift with positive peaks. These results suggest 
that information for specific tasks is encoded by the asymmetrical 
neural circuits connecting pyramidal neurons, and that interneu-
rons are involved in task-independent common information across 
the tasks. Asymmetrical connection between pyramidal neurons 
has been suggested to be a neurophysiological basis in sequence 
learning and memory in the rat HF (Skaggs et al., 1996; Lisman, 
1999; Nadásdy et al., 1999; Sato and Yamaguchi, 2003; Wu and 
Yamaguchi, 2004). The present study further indicates that the 
asymmetrical neural circuits connecting pyramidal neurons are 
important in encoding of task-specific information as noted below, 
consistent with a computational study (Levy, 1996; Wagatsuma and 
Yamaguchi, 2007).
The task-dependent synchronous activity was found in both 
real and VT tasks, and there was no clear difference in the CCG 
peaks between the tasks. This result indicates that the task-depend-
ent functional connectivity of the HF neurons may be produced 
in any kind of tasks. This also suggests that the monkey HF does 
not strictly contribute to spatial behaviors, but is involved in 
encoding of other factors such as task-specific information. It 
has been reported that about 40% of the monkey HF neurons 
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showed place-differential activity, which were sensitive to tasks 
(i.e., task-dependent; Matsumura et al., 1999). The authors sug-
gested that an assembly of reference frames may be a neural basis 
of episodic memory for various events. Consistently, rodent HF 
place cells were sensitive to specific reference frames (Samsonovich 
and McNaughton, 1997; Skaggs and McNaughton, 1998; Tabuchi 
et al., 2003). HF place cells in old rats displayed inconsistency to 
same reference frames, relating to cognitive and memory deficits 
(Barnes et al., 1997). The present finding of the task-dependent 
CCG peaks suggests that different neural circuits may be active for 
task-dependent memory. Taken together, it is strongly suggested 
that the HF neural circuits may be important for representation 
of specific information for the different tasks, and that neuronal 
populations selective to task situation or memory may originate 
in the HF.
task-Independent synchronous actIvIty
All the three types of pairs (PP, PI, II) displayed task-independent 
CCG peaks. Data in Figures 6 and 7 suggest that the neuron pairs 
received common inputs as noted below. The positive and task-
independent CCG peaks were observed in the neuron pairs of 
pyramidal vs. pyramidal neurons (Figure 6) and pyramidal neuron 
vs. interneuron. In this case, common excitatory inputs for long 
duration (>300 ms) could promote discharges of both types of 
neuron pairs. Negative CCG peaks shown in Figure 7 also suggest 
involvement of common inputs. This pattern was observed mainly 
in the neuron pairs of pyramidal neuron vs. interneuron. In addi-
tion, all pairs had no clear peak shift, and CCG in all pairs except 
one were task-independent. The possible circuits might involve 
inhibitory inputs from upstream inhibitory neurons that could 
suppress activity of both a pyramidal neuron and an interneuron. 
Center-negative surround-positive CCG peaks (Figure 8) were 
observed in all three types of neuron pairs. The majority of the 
pairs had no clear peak shift and their peaks were task-independent. 
More complex neural circuits including the inhibitory inputs could 
be involved in this case.
The GABAergic innervation from the medial septum and the 
nucleus of the diagonal band, which is a major source of theta 
rhythm in the HF, inhibits or disinhibits the pyramidal neurons 
through interneurons within the HF (Stewart and Fox, 1990). The 
cholinergic system from the same brain regions excites directly 
the pyramidal neurons or interneurons (Stewart and Fox, 1990). 
These inhibition and excitation mechanisms in the HF might con-
tribute to form CCG peaks without a peak shift implicating com-
mon inputs. The common inputs might convey task-independent 
information such as arousal and intention, which were supposed 
to be similar across the tasks, since behavioral requirement (i.e., 
joystick manipulation), reward (juice), and behavioral performance 
were similar across the tasks. It has been reported that there are 
several types of interneurons in the HF based on the morphology 
and pharmacology (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Halasy et al., 1996). 
Unidirectional and reciprocal inhibitory interneurons connect with 
pyramidal neurons (Stewart and Fox, 1990). The local interneurons 
within the HF could modulate discharge patterns to generate com-
plex CCG peaks as well as oscillations in the ACRs. Further studies 
are necessary to elucidate the neural circuits in the HF.
theta oscIllatIon and trIgger-lIke actIvIty
Oscillatory activity was involved in the synchronization between the 
HF neurons in primates (Figure 9 and weakly in Figures 4 and 5), 
consistent with the data in rodents (Mizumori et al., 1990; Skaggs 
et al., 1996; Tabuchi et al., 2000). However, there were some differ-
ences between primate and rodent data. First, frequency of the theta 
oscillation was low at 3 Hz in the present study. This frequency is 
consistent with the electroencephalogram (EEG) data at 3–12 Hz 
in monkeys (Stewart and Fox, 1990) and humans (Kahana et al., 
1999), but lower than 9 Hz in rodents (Tabuchi et al., 1999). Second, 
theta oscillation was not common in monkeys (3/98 pairs in the 
present study). Third, theta rhythm was observed only between 
Table 1 | Number of neuron pairs showing significant and non-significant 
cross-correlograms (CCgs) in each subregion of the HF and PH.
 Type of neuron pairs
Subregion Signif- P vs. P P vs. i i vs. i Subtotal Total 
 icant
CA1 − 23 3 0 26 84
 + 48 6 4 58 
CA3 − 0 0 0 0 1
 + 1 0 0 1 
DG − 5 15 5 25 47
 + 14 5 3 22 
SUB − 8 0 2 10 20
 + 8 2 0 10 
PH − 4 0 0 4 11
 + 7 0 0 7 
Subtotal − 46 14 5 65 
 + 72 18 8 98 
Total  118 32 13 163 
P vs. P, Pyramidal vs. pyramidal neurons.
P vs. I, Pyramidal neuron vs. interneuron.
I vs. I, Interneuron vs. interneuron.
DG, dentate gyrus; SUB, subiculum; PH, parahippocampal gyrus.
+, significant CCR; −, non-significant CCR.
Table 2 | Characteristics of the neuron pairs with significant CCrs in 
each subregion of the HF and PH regarding task-selectivity, peak shift, 
and peak polarity.
 Task-selectivity Peak shift Peak polarity 
 + − + − P N NP
CA1 24 34 40 18 49 3 6
CA3 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
DG 10 12 12 10 14 1 7
SUB 4 6 10 0 9 0 1
PH 5 2 6 1 6 1 0
Each number indicates number of neuron pairs in each category. Task-selectivity 
(+), task-dependent CCR; task-selectivity (−), task-independent CCR; peak shift 
(+), CCRs with peak shift; peak shift (−), CCRs without peak shift; P, positive; N, 
negative; NP, center-negative and surround-positive peaks. Other descriptions 
as for Table 1.
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In three pairs of pyramidal vs. pyramidal neurons, discharges 
of one neuron were followed by those of the other neurons with 
high frequency burst (Figure 10). This indicates that the pyramidal 
neurons of these three pairs can be separated into two types; trig-
ger type neurons with low frequent discharges and bursting neu-
rons. The CCRs for these pairs were task-dependent. The bursting 
neurons also displayed place-differential responses. These results 
suggest that these neuron types might be involved in encoding of 
task-dependency by induction of long-term potentiation in which 
high frequency activation plays an important role.
conclusIon
In the present study cross-correlation was examined between two 
neurons simultaneously recorded during performance of the four 
spatial tasks. The results indicate that functional connectivity 
of some HF neuron pairs changed in a task-dependent manner. 
These task-dependent CCRs were frequently observed in the pairs 
of pyramidal vs. pyramidal neurons. The time difference of their 
synchronous discharges suggested indirect asymmetrical connec-
tions between these neurons. These results support the idea that 
task-dependent neuronal networks in the HF encode context or ref-
erence frames, which might be a neural basis for episodic memory. 
In contrast, the task-independent CCRs were observed in all three 
types of neuron pairs. This suggests involvement of non-selective 
common inputs across the tasks such as arousal or intentional 
inputs to both pyramidal neurons and interneurons in the HF. 
These results suggest that the HF task-dependent neural circuits 
with asymmetrical connections are critical to disambiguously guide 
animals to places associated with reward in different situations.
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